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Abstract - In modern world more and more smart devices are implementing and that most popular equipment is mobile device. 
Nowadays smart devices are improving the smart cities. The wireless sensor node are preventing the healthcare networked system 
through the mobile cloud computing. Using the security key the encryption and decryption are generated in public sector in 
wireless senor nodes. There are different healthcare center are achieving the mutual authentication and create a key for 
protecting the communication with the help of Android app. It has three V’s: Velocity, Volume, Variety are available in big data 
technology. The paradigm shift and growth interest are the number of factors that rising cost of illness. This paper discussed the 
technology has the major role in cost curve and patient lifestyles in real-time healthcare monitoring system in cloud based 
approaches. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Nowadays mobile devices are playing major role in various useful tasks. In mobile devices are many apps [1]. Using this app 
can check our health condition like blood pressure, weights, exercise etc. and mobile devices can use for booking hotels, 
ordering foods, searching places, reading books etc. By sitting in place itself doctor can check the patient condition. Next 
technology is cloud computing is can access to store the information this at any time and anywhere. Data is stored in cloud and 
accessed in environments shared sophistically through internet [2]. Mobile Networks for social healthcare systems are 
emerged as communications in health services. Big data also can store the information from the data base of cloud 
storage.There is an app in mobile devices can check the heart rate of pulse in human body.This app can check heart rate with 
the help of sensors.Using the sensors the mobile can check our whole body. This sensors has four pins in red, black, grey, 
brown in color to connect in the mobile device board and other end in will connect in sensors board. The system is  taken  
 
from the source of network connected appropriate the system security in sensors board. The connection is correct 
automatically the green light will blink otherwise there is no light. Smart phones and laptops are major advantages of the lie 
cycles and at the same time there is also a disadvantages. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE WORK  
 

With outstanding calibration ofthe mobile devices in cloud computing that stored the data in cloud to modify  the data to cloud 
contain many traffic. Due to this traffic the big data will stored the information in analytics monitoring  the  healthcare 
system.To reduce the traffic in remote areas the computational nodes are introduced  in wireless sensor nodes using this will 
reduce the traffic. The topology of mesh ,ring, star  are have the wireless sensor nodes to surround the network to reduce the 

traffic in user providers.  

3. DESCRIPTION 

 
In the networked healthcare and it’s enabling the mobile cloud computing and big data. The hospital as many patient record to 
store in database. Cloud is an open storage to store huge amount of data [3]. In patient body a coordinate node is inserted 
using that node the doctors will check the patient heart rate, blood pressure etc. and can check the pregnancy women fetal 
heart rate also. It is used by many tools like Google Refined Spreadsheet, Data Wrangler for cleaning and rearranging data, 
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Tableau Public it can turn data into simple to complex [4]. By handling the personalized medicine, reduce the cost of 
healthcare and operational processors for better clinical facilitates. 
 
All the patients’ data are updated in database with the help of IT professionals. In hospital and clinics the doctors and nurses 
are updated the new patient and old patient record with the patient id number [5]. Physically organized by reducing the 
hospital rates. It takes the exact care at exact time. By doing this many security problems will arises. The employees are using 
the professional data and private data are in same equipment there will be a chances of causing attacks in the equipment. For 
this problems there is no software developed methodologies only the symmetric key is encrypt and decrypt for every 
encryption of information security. The anti-malware software in cloud based and local usage in next generation awareness to 
secure the mobile devices [6].Each patient has one or more wireless body sensor nodes.This nodes monitor the patient in 
remote healthcare center via in 3G/4G or WIFI network .It collect the personal information such as blood pressure 
,temperature cardinal heart rates etc. and send the PHI through mobile devices, via Bluetooth or other communication 
channel[7]. The medicine will updated in network for each disease there is a medicine. The trusted authority is accessed the 
internet through base station with the help of some security functioning. While simultaneously two patients are registered in 
trusted authority based on the handshake the private key s provided for the secure channel [8],[9]. In fig:1 tells that mutual 
authentication, patient anonymity, patient traceability like that various security functions are required for patient treatment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 1: Internet of Patient in cloud. 
 
The machine learning method healthcare monitoring systems are very personalized the concept of using smart devices 
including the physical exercises, sleep trackers and stress detectors[10].In  fig :1 Smart watches, Ring, Bracelets, Shoes, Glasses 
are convenient platform for users to track the condition of the body .The  control and application plane are have the multi-tier 
architecture are protecting the patient record through device tier and collecting the information from edge tier and then 
transmit to the internet[11]. While continuously performing many data transaction the traffic will obtain. To avoid traffic the 
load balancer is maintained the healthcare application process. The user tier will pass the information to pre-processes to 
draw data to sense the fusion and analysis gait module to form the short term data repository will continuously synchronized 
to long term data repository. There will be two stages to execute for the user. Each user given the time to clear the traffic for 
every 5 minutes or 20 seconds after the preceding user [12]. In order to analysis the data are store in cloud data center. 
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Fig 2 :Transaction in Base Station 
 
This algorithm states that the mobile phones lie Samsung, Apple companies can have a health kit in mobile apps. This main 
challenges that the base station will occur all over the mobile network in health monitoring system using the targeted low 
capability of body sensor node [13]. It has sensing the data to generated physical condition of using apple watch in iphone. 
During they transmitting the network through various base station in that some base station only have the service providers 
to transmit the patient condition on behave of the cost based system. Sensing data for medicare in routing the base station rom 
user service providers in the cost of the uplink and downlink communication cost minimization network [14]. Potential effect 
of the healthcare domain are improving the technology in smart cities environment in fig:2. It leads the power and energy to 
consolidate the standardized applications will deals our own personalized data is not secure in web applications [15].By 
accepting the technologies many advantages are appear. 
 
In this paper we discussed about the heart failure patients in healthcare monitoring system though the mobile computing 
devices such as heart rate, blood pressure, weight, oxygen saturation [16]. Mobile devices are including the limitations are 
throughout the life time.It will check the new born baby condition  and while baby growing condition also can check in 
technology. It has newly founded for the babies. Many organization system has developed the healthcare technologies in the 
high level. It will store the patient details in the main frame computer and it will use the communication  
Networkas personal computer [17]. It owns the organization system as high cost in hardware and software. 

 4. SYSTEM FEATURES 

 
In this the mobile devices are used in the  form  of hardware based technology and moreover the complexity of hardware is 
mainframe computers .(a)It will send the request and response  through the client server  computing of monitoring system in 
the  advantages of  low (or) high level of personal computers. (b)Through the sense of internet    computing     the personal 
computers and mobile devices are highly framable. 
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5. NETWORK SYSTEM COMPUTING 

 
 The service called the Platform as a service in that operating system is major play role ofLinux , Unix windows and application 
in server database . Microsoft windows are another operating system in the mobile devices. 

6. CLIENT- SERVER/ REQUEST RESPONSE COMPUTING 

 
By defaultly  all the computing devices are communication through  the personalnetworks.Database Management system are 
transaction in client then the exclusive process are managed in the structure query language database  in fig 3. 

7. INTERNET COMPUTING 

The storage of data in system  characteristics in mainframe  of network  system  computing  and   the  client  server  data  are 
stored  in reques t response  connectivity  of the storage . It has the client server software application in that many process can 
stored the data information. 

8. ORGANIZATION OF THE SYSTEM 

 
The total cost of the devices are very high or low in nature of hardware and software in the applicant software system. It has 
security key usage while transmitting the data information from client to the server system.  
 
 

 
 

Fig .3 Client server Transaction 

9. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEXTURE 

 
From the above mention scenario many cases of mobile health development are proposed very high performance through the 
internet computing by the usage of software development. It has no software development. It has only security keys or the 
transaction of the availability of the medicine cost and doctors cost and hospital travelling charges are savage these money. 
Through the cloud computing and big data analytics are shared the networks space to the medical biometrics.    
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10. CONCLUSION 
 
 Mobile technology is a platform for the health delivery monitoring system at anytime and anywhere. It survives many 
technology like booking tickets, booking cabs, ordering foods, dresses, cosmetics  etc. A cloudlet infrastructures has modulated 
the features in big data analytics in nature to moduled the consumption of the healthcare. Next generation has follow the 
standardized tasks for trend appear in the smart cities. Mobile technology has disabling the rising cost of hospitalization it 
decreases the eldering population in illness through the better lifestyle environment will be designed in the future generation 
of the smart modern country in the world. To the management of the mobile computing concept are used for many purpose in 
the monitoring system. 
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